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We show how the tree-level unitarity violations of compactified extra dimensional extensions of the standard
model become much stronger when the scalar sector is included in the bulk. This effect occurs when the
couplings are not suppressed for larger Kaluza-Klein levels, and could have relevant consequences for the
phenomenology of the next generation of colliders. We also introduce a simple and generic formalism to obtain
unitarity bounds for finite energies, taking into account coupled channels including the towers of Kaluza-Klein
excitations.
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The presence of extra compact dimensions is a common
feature of the unification of gravity with strong and elec-
troweak interactions. Recent theories include realizations in
which the standard model ~SM! interactions feel some of
these compact extra dimensions whose scales are in the TeV
range @1#. After dimensional reduction to four dimensions
these models contain towers of Kaluza-Klein ~KK! excita-
tions of the gluon, of the W, Z, of the photon and possibly of
the Higgs boson, and of the fermions with masses in the TeV
range. This makes these models testable at present and
planned accelerators. Lower bounds from the electroweak
precision data on the compactification scale of these models,
when fermions are localized on the brane or in different
points of the bulk, are in the range of 2–5 TeV @2#. These
bounds become much weaker when all particles live in the
bulk, which are known as universal extra dimension models
@3,4#.
In general in higher dimensional theories one expects a
violation of tree-level unitarity at high energies. Therefore an
explicit estimate of the unitarity bounds of the theory is im-
portant to understand the validity of tree-level calculations.
Recently the tree-level unitarity of unbroken five-
dimensional ~5D! Yang-Mills theories has been shown to
hold at low energy @5#, proving some cancellations among
contributions of KK excitations of different levels. Further-
more a theorem analogous to the standard equivalence theo-
rem ~ET! @6,7#, that relates at high energies the longitudinal
components of gauge bosons to their associated Goldstone
bosons, was also demonstrated. In the unbroken extra dimen-
sional Yang-Mills case, what has been shown is the equiva-
lence of longitudinal KK gauge bosons VL(n)
m and their cor-
responding V (n)
5 components of the 5D gauge fields. The
equivalence theorem has been shown to hold also in the case
of spontaneously broken 5D extensions of the SM @8#. In
such a case, the ET has allowed to calculate the
WL(m)
1 WL(n)
2 →WL(p)1 WL(q)2 scattering amplitudes and show
that the partial wave unitarity limit on the mass of the Higgs0556-2821/2003/67~7!/076010~9!/$20.00 67 0760boson receives only very tiny corrections from the pure
Kaluza-Klein gauge sector.
In this work we will see, however, that the tree-level uni-
tarity bounds on the Higgs boson mass can be drastically
modified due to the interactions with the KK modes of the
scalar sector when the scalar interactions are not sufficiently
suppressed for each KK level. In Sec. II, we revisit the uni-
tarity constraints in the coupled channel partial wave formal-
ism, providing a simple generalization of the most familiar
unitarity bound. Next we introduce in Sec. III the 5D SM
with a Higgs field in the bulk that will be used in Sec. IV to
illustrate the use of this bound in a simple case. In Sec. V we
discuss the effect of adding more extra dimensions.
II. UNITARITY BOUNDS WITH COUPLED CHANNELS
Let us show how to obtain unitarity bounds from scatter-
ing amplitudes when many different two-particle states are
accessible. As is well known @9#, the S matrix unitarity rela-
tion SS†51 translates into simple relations for the elements
of the T matrix Tab , where a ,b , . . . denote the different
states physically available. These relations are even simpler
if the matrix elements are projected into partial waves. For
two-scalar states, which are the ones that we consider here,
they are defined as
tab
J ~s !5
1
32pE21
1
d~cos u!Tab~s ,t ,u !PJ~cos u!, ~1!
where u is the angle between the first and third three-
momenta and PJ is the Jth Legendre polynomial. Let us
recall that any given two-body state a should carry a 1/A2
normalization factor if its two particles are identical. We are
using scalar fields to show how to obtain bounds from
coupled channel unitarity, but the generalization to particles
with spin is straightforward @9#, once the partial waves have
been defined in terms of the total angular momentum, com-
bining their spins and the spatial angular momentum. An-
other reason to choose scalar fields is that tree-level unitarity©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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sector than in other sectors of the SM.
In particular, with these definitions, and if there is only
one two-body accessible state, a , each partial wave taa
J sat-
isfies the following simple unitarity relation:
Im taa
J 5sautaa
J u2, ~2!
where sa is the phase space available for the state a , given
by sa52qa /As , and qa is the c.m. momentum of the state
a . As a matter of fact, this relation only holds from the a
threshold up to the energy at which the next state, b , is
physically accessible. Above that point, if b is another two-
particle state, the unitarity relation for the partial waves can
be written as
Im taa
J 5sautaa
J u21sbutab
J u2
Im tab
J 5sataa
J ~ tab
J !*1sbtab
J ~ tbb
J !*
Im tbb
J 5sautab
J u21sbutbb
J u2
J →Im TJ5TJSTJ*.
~3!
In the last step we have reexpressed the unitarity relations in
a matrix form, using
TJ5S taaJ tabJ
tab
J tbb
J D , S5S sa 00 sbD , ~4!
which allows for a straightforward generalization to the case
of n accessible states. A similar equation holds for multipar-
ticle states, but we comment about them only at the end of
the section, since both the expressions for the partial waves
and the phase space factor are much more complicated.
Let us recall that, by writing taa
J 5utaa
J uexp(idaaJ ), Eq. ~2!
implies the following bound:
sa utaa
J u<1 )
s→‘
utaa
J u<1. ~5!
Note that in the high energy limit we recover the most famil-
iar bound since sa→1 very rapidly when s→‘ . When a
finite number of states are available, the s→‘ limit provides
also simple unitarity bounds. In particular, the strongest one
comes from the largest TJ eigenvalue, which again has to be
smaller than 1. This has been applied to study the tree-level
unitarity bounds, at leading order in the gauge couplings
g ,g8, on the mass of the SM Higgs boson in Ref. @7#. Fol-
lowing that example, in the neutral channel, only three states
are relevant, namely, a5HH/A2, b5ZLZL /A2, and g
5WL
1WL
2 (HZL is decoupled from the others at tree level,
and by itself yields a smaller bound!. In the scalar, J50
case, it is thus easy to calculate the TJ50 eigenvalues in the
s→‘ limit, which should all be bounded by 1:07601TJ505
GFM H
2
4pA2 S 1 1/A8 1/A81/A8 3/4 1/4
1/A8 1/4 3/4
D
→
GFM H
2
4pA2
~3/2,1/2,1/2!<1. ~6!
As commented upon above, the largest one, 3/2, provides the
stringent unitarity bound: M H
2 <8pA2/(3GF)
.2.7pA2/GF. With this simple example it is already clear
that by considering the coupled channel unitarity relations, it
is possible to find stronger unitarity bounds than the naive
one with a single channel, M H
2 <4pA2/GF.
However, the calculation of the determinant can be ex-
tremely complicated either when the number of relevant
coupled states is rather large or also at finite s, when the
matrix elements are functions of s instead of simple num-
bers. In particular, this is the case when we have a Higgs
boson in the bulk, since the couplings to the higher KK sca-
lar field excitations are not suppressed with R, but are of the
same order as the usual SM Higgs boson couplings. As a
consequence, the tree-level scattering amplitudes between
the HH, WL
1WL
2
, or ZLZL states are of the same order as
those considering their KK excitations. The latter states are
suppressed by phase space, since they are heavy, but not in
the s→‘ limit, where all of them become relevant, and we
end up with an intractable determinant.
In such a case there is an alternative method that one
could use to obtain unitarity bounds that are somewhat
weaker than those obtained from the determinant, but are
much easier to calculate and still stronger than those from
the naive single channel formalism. Let us go back to Eq. ~3!
and look at the equation for the diagonal element taa
J that we
generalize to many accessible states a ,b ,g , . . . as
Im taa
J 5sautaa
J u21 (
bÞa
sbutab
J u2. ~7!
Of course, each state b is not accessible below its threshold,
and we define sb50 if s<sthreshold o f b . By recalling again
that taa
J 5utaa
J uexp(idaaJ ) it is straightforward to arrive to the
following bound:
unita→a[sautaa
J u1
1
utaa
J u
(
bÞa
sbutab
J u2<1. ~8!
Let us remark, that all the terms in the sum are positive, and
therefore this bound is always stronger than the naive one,
Eq. ~5!. As a matter of fact, the sum in Eq. ~7! runs over all
accessible states, but for two-body states the partial waves
are very easy to calculate and that is why we consider them
here. If one would like to include more states, the bounds
would be even more stringent, but the calculations extremely
more cumbersome. Thus, we restrict ourselves to the two-
body contributions to this bound, which, as we will see, can
already provide useful information.0-2
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matrix in the s→‘ limit given in Eq. ~6!, if we choose a
5WL
1WL
2
, is M H
2 <16pA2/(5GF).3.2pA2/GF, much
closer to the determinant bound than to the naive bound. Of
course, the real usefulness of this method comes into play
when the determinant is hard to calculate, as we show next in
the context of the SM extra dimensional extension.
III. THE 5D SM WITH THE SCALAR SECTOR
IN THE BULK
As a simple illustration of the use of the unitarity bounds
previously derived let us consider a minimal 5D extension of
the SM compactified on the segment S1/Z2, of length pR , in
which the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge fields and the Higgs
boson field F propagate in the bulk. The Lagrangian of the
gauge Higgs boson sector is given by ~see Ref. @2#!
E
0
2pR
dyE dxL~x ,y !
5E
0
2pR
dyE dxH 2 14 BMNBMN2 14 FMNa FaMN
1LGF~x ,y !1~DMF!†~DMF!2V~F!J , ~9!
where M5m ,5; BMN , FMNa are the U(1)Y and SU(2)L field
strengths and a is the SU(2) index. The covariant derivative
is defined as DM5]M2ig5AM
a ta/22ig58BM/2. We consider
the following Higgs boson potential:
V~F!5m2~F†F!1l (5)~F†F!2. ~10!
The minimum of the potential corresponds to the constant
configuration F5(0,v/A4pR), where v2[22pRm2/l (5)
5(A2GF)21. In this way, the Higgs boson field is expanded
in the standard form
F~x ,y !5F iA2 ~v12iv2!1
A2 S vA2pR 1h2iv3D G . ~11!
The gauge fixing Lagrangian is
LGF~x ,y !52
1
2j S ]mAam2jF]5A5a2 g5v2A2pR vaG D
2
2
1
2j S ]mBm2jF]5B51 g58v2A2pR v3G D
2
,
where, in order to avoid a gauge dependent mixing angle
between the physical Z and the photon, we have chosen the
same j parameter for the Aa m and Bm fields. Let us now
recall that the fields living in the bulk have a Fourier expan-
sion, which is07601X~x ,y !5
1
A2pR
X (0)~x !1
1
ApR (n51
‘
cosS nyR DX (n)~x !
~12!
for X5Am
a
,Bm ,va,h , whereas for Y5A5
a
,B5 it is
Y ~x ,y !5
1
ApR (n51
‘
sinS nyR DY (n)~x !. ~13!
After integration over the fifth dimension, the Higgs boson
fields have the following masses: mh(0)
2 52v2l , mh(n)
2
5mh(0)
2 1n2/R2, where l5l (5)/(2pR).
Similarly to the SM case in four dimensions, we define
the following charged and neutral field combinations WM
6
5(AM1 7iAM2 )/A2, ZM5(g5AM3 2g58BM)/Ag521g582, and
AM5(g58AM3 1g5BM)/Ag521g582. After integrating out the
compactified fifth dimension y, the mass matrix of the gauge
bosons and their KK excitations is diagonal. Physically, this
means that there is no mixing between any KK mode of
different KK level. One gets mW(0)5gv/2, mW(n)
5AmW(0)2 1n2/R2, and mZ(0)5Ag21g82v/2, mZ(n)
5AmZ(0)2 1n2/R2 with g5g5 /A2pR and g85g58/A2pR .
The photon has zero mass and for its associated KK states
the masses are given by mA(n)5n/R .
In terms of the KK modes, the gauge fixing conditions
become
LGF~x !52
1
j (n50
‘ H 12 F]mA (n)m 2j nR A (n)5 G2
1u]mW (n)
1m2jmW(n)G (n)
1 u2
1
1
2 @]mZ (n)
m 2jmZ(n)G (n)
Z #2J , ~14!
where we have defined
G (0)
6 52v (0)
6
, G (n)
6 5c
n
WW5 (n)
6 1s
n
Wv (n)
6
, n>1,
G (0)
Z 52v (0)
3
, G (n)
Z 5c
n
ZZ5 (n)1sn
Zv (n)
3
, n>1,
~15!
with s
n
V52mV(0) /mV(n) , cn
V5(n/R)/mV(n) , and v6
51/A2(v17i v2). Note that for brevity we use the notation
V5W6,Z .
Once identified the pseudoscalar G (n)
V fields that couple
diagonally with the derivatives of the gauge boson mass
eigenstates, the equivalence theorem @6,7# follows as usual
also for the Kaluza-Klein gauge fields @8#:
T@VL(m)
m
,VL(n)
m
, . . . #.C (m)C (n) . . . T@G (m)
V
,G (n)
V
, . . . #
1O~M k /As !, ~16!
with M k the biggest one of the mV(m) ,mV(n) . . . masses, and
C (i)511O(g) accounts for renormalization corrections ~see0-3
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we deal with scattering amplitudes involving longitudinal
gauge bosons or their KK excitations, at energies much
larger than their masses, we can simply calculate using their
corresponding pseudoscalar fields. This is the reason why we
have concentrated on partial waves of scalar fields.
In general, for the calculations of amplitudes we would
also need the orthogonal combinations
a (n)
6 52s
n
WW5 (n)
6 1c
n
Wv (n)
6
,
a (n)
Z 52s
n
ZZ5(n)1cn
Zv (n)
3
, n>1, ~17!
with masses m
a(n)
V
2
5mV(0)
2 1n2/R2.
In order to obtain the tree-level unitarity bounds at the
lowest order in g and g8, we do not need the vvV cou-
plings. Therefore, the only relevant interactions come from
the scalar potential, Eq. ~10!. After integrating out the fifth
dimension, for our calculation we need to recast this poten-
tial in terms of the mass eigenstates, G and a, by means of
v (0)
V 52G (0)
V
, v (n)
V 5c
n
Va (n)
V 2s
n
VG (n)
V
. Terms containing the
fields G and a come also from the V5(n) contributions in the
covariant derivative terms, but, as already stressed, they are
negligible at the lowest order in g and g8. In Ref. @8# we
have calculated the WL(m)
1 WL(n)
2 →WL(p)1 WL(q)2 scattering am-
plitudes and shown that the partial wave unitarity limit on
the mass of the Higgs boson receives only very tiny correc-
tions from the pure KK gauge sector. Here we want to cal-
culate the contribution to the tree-level unitarity limit from
scattering amplitudes involving the scalars h (0) , h (n) , and
a (n)
V and the longitudinal gauge bosons which are related to
the Goldstone bosons G (0)
V and G (n)
V via the ET.
IV. UNITARITY BOUNDS FOR THE 5D SM
WITH A HIGGS BOSON IN THE BULK
From the scalar potential we can then calculate the partial
waves of the scattering of the state a5WL(0)
1 WL(0)
2 into itself
as well as into b5h (0)h (0) /A2, ZL(0)ZL(0) /A2,
h (n)h (n) /A2, a (n)
3 a (n)
3 /A2, and a (n)
1 a (n)
2
, whose interactions
are not suppressed by any power of R or g and g8. Our aim
is to study the effect of the new KK states on the tree-level
unitarity bounds on M H , here called mh(0) , at leading order
in g and g8. As usual, we use the equivalence theorem @6# to
calculate the amplitudes replacing the longitudinal gauge
bosons by their associated Goldstone bosons. As has been
shown in Ref. @8# the ET also holds for the KK excitations of
longitudinal gauge bosons, which are associated with a com-
bination of the fifth component of the gauge fields plus a part
from the Goldstone boson KK excitations, Eq. ~15!. The lat-
ter is suppressed by an s
n
V52mV(0)(R/n)@12mV(0)2 R2/
(2n2)1# factor. That is why it is enough to consider the
states previously mentioned and not the states made of two
longitudinal gauge boson excitations or two transverse gauge
boson components, since they are suppressed either by07601O(mV(0)2 R2), g, or g8. We give in the Appendix the tree-
level scattering amplitudes of WL(0)
1 WL(0)
2 into the two-body
states b mentioned above, using the equivalence theorem.
First of all, let us emphasize that in the s→‘ limit, the 5D
SM violates tree-level unitarity for any value of the Higgs
boson mass. This is easily seen from Eq. ~8!, since, for in-
stance, in the s→‘ limit the amplitudes in the Appendix are
given by the quartic terms ~trilinear terms are suppressed by
propagators!
tWL(0)
1 WL(0)
2 →WL(0)
1 WL(0)
2
J50
,
tWL(0)
1 WL(0)
2 →a(n)
1 a(n)
2
J50 →2
mh(0)
2 GFA2
8p ,
tWL(0)
1 WL(0)
2 →ZL(0)ZL(0)
J50
, tWL(0)
1 WL(0)
2 →a(n)
Z a(n)
Z
J50 →2
mh(0)
2 GF
16p ,
tWL(0)
1 WL(0)
2 →h(0)h(0)
J50
, tWL(0)
1 WL(0)
2 →h(n)h(n)
J50 →2
mh(0)
2 GF
16p .
~18!
Just by considering these states it is clear that the series on
the right hand side of Eq. ~8! diverges, for any value of
mh(0) . All the other states that we have not considered al-
ways add up, so that the series indeed diverges even more
rapidly.
Of course, the s→‘ limit is not a problem if we consider
the model as an effective theory, valid only up to some finite
s. The tree-level unitarity violation would then show the
point at which perturbation theory breaks, or at which the
higher order loop corrections become as large as the tree-
level ones and the theory becomes strongly interacting.
Let us then illustrate the use of the unitarity bound de-
rived in Eq. ~8! at finite s, including several KK states in the
coupled channel formalism. We will give results for
a5WL(0)
1 WL(0)
2 since we have checked that it provides the
strongest bounds ~as it also happened in the s→‘ limit
of the SM!. As intermediate states we use b
5 h (0)h (0)/A2, ZL(0)ZL(0)/A2, h (n)h (n)/A2,a (n)
1 a (n)
2 /A2, and
a (n)
Z a (n)
Z /A2 up to some given n. In order to avoid problems
with the tree-level propagators, which do not have widths
and can become infinite, we consider energies much larger
than the masses involved in the calculation. This choice also
allows us to use the equivalence theorem as was done in Ref.
@7#, and substitute each WL(0)
6
,ZL(0) with its corresponding
Goldstone bosons G (0)
6 and G (0)
Z
, which are, respectively,
2v (0)
6 and 2v (0)
3
. As was shown in Ref. @8#, in the small R
limit we have c
n
V5@12mV(0)
2 R2/(2n2)1# . Hence, up to
O@mV(0)
2 R2# corrections, we can also replace a (n)
6 by v (n)
6
and a (n)
Z by v (n)
3
. All the partial waves needed for the calcu-
lation can be found in the Appendix.
In Fig. 1 we show for what mh(0) value the unitarity0-4
STRONG TREE LEVEL UNITARITY VIOLATIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 076010 ~2003!FIG. 1. The plots show for which value of mh(0) the tree-level unitarity bound in Eq. ~8! is violated. The thick dotted lines stand for the
SM (n50) results only from the WL(0)1 WL(0)2 elastic scattering, Eq. ~5!, whereas the dashed lines include also the h (0)h (0) , ZL(0)ZL(0)
coupled states in Eq. ~8!. The continuous lines correspond to considering in Eq. ~8! the first, second, etc. KK excitations of the previous
states. The thick continuous lines show the complete calculation including all the kinematically allowed states, which, for As510/R and
20/R , are four and nine KK levels, respectively. Note that for any mh(0) there is a As , above which tree-level unitarity is violated. The
energies have been chosen below the expected scale at which the gauge coupling becomes nonperturbative, 30/R ~Ref. @4#!.bound in Eq. ~8! is violated for a given energy and compac-
tification radius. The curves represent the tree-level approxi-
mation to the left hand side of the inequality, so that when
they are larger than 1 they show a violation of the unitarity
bound already by considering only two-particle states. The
thick dotted line corresponds to the analysis considering just
the single WL(0)
1 WL(0)
2 →WL(0)1 WL(0)2 amplitude. The dashed
line would be the bound including the other zero modes, that
is, the SM result for the left hand side of Eq. ~8!. The con-
tinuous lines represent the change in Eq. ~8! if one considers
the coupled unitarity bound including the first KK level, the
second, etc. Of course, one should consider all the KK states
that can be produced up to the energy under consideration,
and this corresponds to the thick continuous line. We notice
that the unitarity bound can be reduced drastically by con-
sidering an additional extra dimension. Note that as we have
previously shown, for any mh(0) there is a As above which
tree-level unitarity is violated.
In Fig. 2, we show the energy at which tree-level unitarity
is violated for a given Higgs boson mass mh(0) . Roughly
speaking, this means that beyond that point, perturbation
theory is no longer valid. However, let us remark that the
saturation of the unitarity bounds is also an indication that
the model has become strongly interacting. For practical pur-
poses this can be considered the case when the tree-level
calculation provides more than half of the unitarity bound.
Again the thick dotted and dashed lines correspond to con-
sidering the SM fields in the single or coupled channel case,
respectively, whereas the continuous lines represent the con-
tribution to the unitarity bound of each new level of KK
accessible excitations at that energy. The total result, consid-
ering all accessible KK levels, corresponds to the thick con-
tinuous line. Note that in the upper row of figures, we have
chosen a compactification radius R51/(500 GeV) and Higgs
boson masses which are within the presently 90% allowed
region in 5D universal extra dimensional models @3,4#. The
lower row, with R51/(3 TeV), is the typical value for mod-
els with fermions localized on the brane @2#.
In Fig. 3, for different values of R, we show contour plots
in the As ,mh(0) plane, of unitWL(0)1 WL(0)2 →WL(0)1 WL(0)2 in Eq. ~8!.07601The white area represents the region in which the tree-level
calculation violates the unitarity bound already considering
two-particles states. Within the gray areas, the two-body am-
plitudes add to more than half of the unitarity bound, sug-
gesting that the theory becomes strongly interacting.
Again, we can see in the R51/(500 GeV) plots that the
models can become strongly interacting within the reach of
the Large Hadron Collider ~LHC!. This could be of relevance
since the scale at which the gauge coupling becomes nonper-
turbative in 5D universal extra dimension models has been
estimated to be around 30/R @4#. Within our approach it is
not the running of the coupling, but the proliferation of states
and the fact that the coupling is not suppressed when increas-
ing the KK level that drives the tree-level unitarity violation.
If higher orders are to modify this behavior they should be
FIG. 2. The plots show the energies at which the tree-level
calculation violates the coupled channel unitarity bound, Eq. ~8!.
The thick dotted and dashed lines correspond to the SM bounds
without KK excitations just for the single channel, Eq. ~5!, or
coupled channel, Eq. ~8!, case. Each continuous line represents the
contribution of the new KK states that open as the energy increases.
The total result, considering all the accessible KK levels, is the
thick continuous line.0-5
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strongly interacting. As a matter of fact, we see in Fig. 3 that
the models can become strongly interacting much before the
scale of 30/R, depending on the Higgs boson mass. For in-
stance, by looking at Fig. 3 in the R51/(500 GeV) case, the
gauge coupling would become nonperturbative at approxi-
mately 30/R515 TeV, but we see that for mh(0)5500 GeV
the theory violates tree-level unitarity already at 5 TeV and
becomes strong below 3 TeV. We recall once again that we
only consider two-particle states, but many-particle states,
since they always add up in Eq. ~8!, would provide an even
stronger bound.
Let us finally get a crude estimate of an energy at which
the tree-level calculation violates unitarity for a given mh(0) .
It will not be as tight as the explicit calculation shown above
but, in contrast, will be very easy to implement.
First, if we consider s@mh(0)
2
, we can approximate the
modulus of the partial waves just by the constant terms in
Eq. ~18!, which correspond to the quartic couplings. That this
is a fairly good approximation can be explicitly checked in
the partial waves given in the Appendix, since the trilinear
terms are suppressed by s-channel propagators, 1/(s
2mh(0)
2 ), or mh(0)2 /s factors in the logarithmic terms that
appear from the angular integration of t- and u-channel
propagators. The error in this approximation is 20% for As
.5mh(0) and it decreases very fast. Remarkably, within this
approximation, the partial waves for KK modes are exactly a
copy of the SM ones. Each new KK level that opens up adds
an additional copy. Note that there is no suppression in the
FIG. 3. The white areas represent the regions of the @As ,mh(0)#
plane at which the tree-level calculation violates the unitarity
bound. The gray areas represent the regions at which
unitWL(0)1 WL(0)2 →WL(0)1 WL(0)2 in Eq. ~8! is larger than 0.5 and suggest a
strongly interacting regime. We show the bounds obtained using
only the SM fields (n50) and those including the KK excitations.07601amplitudes with increasing KK level.
Second, we have to determine the amount of KK levels
effectively opened for a given energy. But for small differ-
ences, all the new particles in a KK level are characterized
by a typical mass scale m (n).n/R.mh(0) . As we have al-
ready stated, the two-particle phase space grows rather rap-
idly. In particular, it can be checked that the phase space
sn5A124m (n)2 /s of the two-particle state of the nth KK
level is of order one already at As.3m (n) . Note that we
neglect all the states that could have just opened at that en-
ergy but are below As.3m (n) and would have contributed
positively to the bound. Thus, at that energy, we have the
following two-particle states available: the usual SM ones,
plus n KK copies, which as we have seen have the same
amplitudes. For those energies, we can then approximate the
sum of two-particle states in Eq. ~8! as
unitWL(0)1 WL(0)2 →WL(0)1 WL(0)2 .
5mh2GF
16pA2 (k50
n
sk
.
5mh2GF
16pA2
~n11 !<1. ~19!
Thus, we arrive at the following crude bound: given any
value of the Higgs boson mass mh(0) , for energies larger
than
As.
3
R F 16pA25 GFmh(0)2 21G @s@mh(0)2 # , ~20!
tree-level unitarity is violated. This bound is only applicable
for As.mh(0) . We have checked that this formula gives a
reasonably accurate bound to within 10% of the complete
calculation. Indeed, we see by comparing Figs. 4~a! with
3~b! that the 5D results obtained with the estimate, Eq. ~20!,
are in good agreement with the complete tree-level calcula-
tion, Eq. ~8!.
V. ADDITIONAL EXTRA DIMENSIONS
In the previous section we obtained very strong tree-level
unitarity bounds when we added to the SM an additional
tower of KK states coming from a compactified extra dimen-
sion. These contributions are always present when new states
become available, and if the couplings to these new states are
not suppressed when increasing the KK level, they can be
comparable to those of the SM fields. We have seen that for
sufficiently high energies and just one extra dimension, the
number of two-particle states grows linearly with As . How-
ever, we see next that when considering more than one extra
dimension, the number of states grows much faster, and the
unitarity bounds become extraordinarily much tighter. This
result is of relevance in the context of universal extra dimen-
sions @4#, where the problem of proton instability has been
solved precisely in six dimensions @10#.
This is particularly simple to see if we just add another0-6
STRONG TREE LEVEL UNITARITY VIOLATIONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 076010 ~2003!FIG. 4. The white areas represent the regions of the (As ,mh(0)) plane at which the tree-level estimate, Eqs. ~20! and ~22!, violates the
unitarity bound for five, six, or seven dimensions. The gray areas represent the regions at which unita→a in Eq. ~8! is larger than 0.5, and
suggest a strongly interacting regime. By comparing Figs. 4~a! with 3~b! it can be noticed that the 5D results obtained with the estimate are
in good agreement with the complete tree-level calculation.dimension, with the same compactification radius, to the
previous model. In such a case, instead of a generic
a (n) tower of states of two particles with mass m (n)
.n/R , we have a (n1 ,n2) states of two particles with mass
m (n1 ,n2).An1
21n2
2/R . Note that we are now writing explic-
itly the KK level, because in the models of interest there is
no mixing among the modes with different KK numbers.
As before we are interested in two-body states that can be
produced at tree level from a state with two zero-level par-
ticles. In Table I, we find the states made of two particles
with the same KK numbers, available as the level number
n>n1 ,n2 increases.
We see that for the 5D case we had n11 states at the nth
level whereas for the 6D case we have (n11)2. Note that for
n>3, when the (n ,n) state is opened, there can also be
additional opened states from the n11 level, for instance,
the (n11,0), which is lighter than (n ,n). But considering
only those up to n>n1 ,n2 we can easily count the number of
states and thus reobtain the crude estimate in Eq. ~20!,
changing the number of states available,
unitWL(0)1 WL(0)2 →WL(0)1 WL(0)2 .
5mh2GF
16pA2
~n11 !2<1. ~21!
As usual, we have restricted ourselves to two-body states
because they are very easy to calculate, but all the other07601accessible states that we have not counted always add to the
equation above and hence would have given an even stronger
bound on the Higgs boson mass. Next, we note that the phase
space of the heaviest two-particle nth-level state, which is
made of two a (n ,n) fields of mass m (n ,n).A2n/R , is of order
one when As.3m (n ,n) /R or larger. Thus, we now
expect a violation for energies above or around
As.
3A2
R FA 16pA25 GFmh(0)2 21G . ~22!
Hence, in this case we can consider Eq. ~22! to be more
conservative than the analogous one in five dimensions, Eq.
~20!. If we had also considered opened states beyond the nth
level, such as like (n11,0), the unitarity bound above would
even be tighter ~but the counting of states would be more
complicated!.
The generalization to d additional dimensions is straight-
forward by changing (n11)2 by (n11)d in Eq. ~21!. Of
course, the model could be more complicated and have dif-
ferent compactification radii for each dimension, in such a
case, if for a given energy the KK states associated to the
first extra dimensions are accessible up to the n1th level and
those of the next levels up to n2, etc. . . . we would have to
substitute (n11)d by (n111)(n211) . . . (nd11).TABLE I. States made of two particles with the same KK numbers, available as each KK level opens for
one or two S1/Z2 extra dimensions in the model of Sec. III.
KK level Five dimensions Six dimensions
Zeroth a (0) a (0,0)
First a (1) a (1,0) , a (0,1) , a (1,1)
Second a (2) a (2,0) , a (0,2) , a (2,1) , a (1,2) , a (2,2)
Third a (3) a (3,0) , a (0,3) , a (3,1) , a (1,3) , a (2,3) , a (3,2) , a (3,3)
Fourth a (4) nine states
A A A
nth a (n) 2n11 states0-7
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for the tree-level unitarity violation, Eqs. ~20! and ~22!. For
illustration we have chosen again a value of 1/R which is
presently allowed in the 5D and 6D universal extra dimen-
sion contexts. For the 7D results we have simply replaced
(n11)2 by (n11)3 in Eq. ~22! as explained above. It can be
noticed that by increasing the number of dimensions at
which the scalar sector lives, the violation of tree-level uni-
tarity can be dramatic within the LHC reach, which could be
of considerable phenomenological relevance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented a very simple method to
obtain unitarity bounds at finite energy when a large number
of states are available. These kind of bounds are very rel-
evant in order to determine the energy at which perturbation
theory breaks down for a given set of parameters of the
theory. These bounds also suggest the condition under which
the theory becomes strongly interacting. The approach relies
on the well known formalism for coupled channel partial
wave unitarity. Thus, it can be applied generically and avoids
the calculation of large determinants of complicated func-
tions.
Our initial motivation to look for this kind of method are
the extra dimensional extensions of the SM, which introduce
an infinite tower of Kaluza-Klein states that could saturate
the unitarity bounds much faster than that in the familiar
four-dimensional SM. Although the bounds obtained from
this formalism can be applied to particles with any spin, we
have illustrated this effect with a SM whose scalar sector is
located in the bulk. Incidentally this one as well as other
similar models in which the self-couplings of the scalar po-
tential are not suppressed for higher Kaluza-Klein states have
received some recent phenomenological interest.
We have indeed shown that within these models, shortly
after a new KK level can be produced, their contribution to
the unitarity bound is of the same order as that of the SM,
thus changing the usual bounds dramatically as soon as sev-
eral KK levels are opened. In certain cases, this would imply
that the model becomes strongly interacting much before the
usual expectations, thus casting doubt on simple perturbative
calculations or estimates. Let us finally comment on the pos-
sible phenomenological interest of these bounds, since
within some valid regions of parameter space, they could
well suggest a strongly interacting regime within the reach of
the next generation of colliders.07601ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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APPENDIX
To study the tree-level unitarity bounds we are interested
in the scattering of longitudinal gauge bosons WL(0)
1 WL(0)
2 at
leading order in g and g8. In the SM at tree level this state is
also coupled to ZL(0)ZL(0) and h (0)h (0) . Using the ET, at
high energies, As.mV(0) , the longitudinal gauge boson am-
plitudes can be replaced by their corresponding Goldstone
boson amplitudes. Using the 5D potential in Eq. ~10! and
integrating out the fifth dimension as explained in the text,
we find in the Landau gauge j→1
tG(0)
1 G(0)
2 →G(0)
1 G(0)
2
J50
5
2GFmh(0)
2
8pA2 H 21 mh(0)2s2mh(0)2 2 mh(0)
2
s
3lnF 11 s
mh(0)
2 G J , ~A1!
tG(0)
1 G(0)
2 →G(0)
Z G(0)
Z
J50
5
2GFmh(0)
2
16p F 11 mh(0)2s2mh(0)2 G ,
~A2!
tG(0)
1 G(0)
2 →h(0)h(0)
J50
5
2GFmh(0)
2
16p H 11 3mh(0)2s2mh(0)2
1
4mh(0)
2
s sh(0)
lnF s22mh(0)2 2ssh(0)2mh(0)2 G J ,
~A3!
where sF5A124mF2 /s and we have already included the
1/A2 factor for identical particles. Incidentally, they are the
same as in the SM @7#.
In addition, in five dimensions the longitudinal gauge
bosons also couple to their KK excitations as well as to
h (n)h (n) , a (n)
1 a (n)
2
, and a (n)
Z a (n)
Z
. In Ref. @8# we have already
shown that the corrections to the SM results from the fact
that the longitudinal KK gauge excitations are suppressed as
O(mW4 /R4) and can be also neglected on a first approxima-
tion. However, we need the following partial waves:tG(0)
1 G(0)
2 →a(n)
1 a(n)
2
J50
5
2GFmh(0)
2
8pA2 S 21 mh(0)2s2mh(0)2 2 mh(0)
2
ssa6(n)
lnH 2ma6(n)2 22mh(n)2 2s@11sa6(n)#2m
a6(n)
2
22mh(n)
2 2s@12sa6(n)#
J D ,
tG(0)
1 G(0)
2 →a(n)
Z a(n)
Z
J50
5
2GFmh(0)
2
16p F 11 mh(0)2s2mh(0)2 G ,
0-8
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1 G(0)
2 →h(n)h(n)
J50
5
2GFmh(0)
2
16p S 11 3mh(0)2s2mh(0)2 2 2mh(0)
2
s sh(n)
lnH 2mh(n)2 22ma6(n)2 2s@11sh(n)#2mh(n)2 22ma6(n)2 2s@12sh(n)#J D .
Note that all these amplitudes for the a (n)
V are obtained replacing v (n)
V →c
n
V a (n)
V in the Higgs boson potential after the
integration of the fifth dimension. When deriving these amplitudes we have considered the leading order in c
n
V5@1
2mV(0)
2 R2/(2n2)1# , thus neglecting O@mV(0)2 R2# . In the worst case considered in our calculations mV(0)2 R2
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